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Introduction
For generations your family has been a vivid part of the Mayan upper class. Most of your family
members spent their lives constructing impressive buildings for the monarchs of their region. Now it is
your turn to accept this diﬃcult inheritance.
Your king, Mazatl II, has instructed you to oversee the construction of a little seaside settlement. He not
only expects you to cultivate crops for other towns in his kingdom but also to provide the residents of
your own city with all the goods they need.
In order to achieve this goal you will have to work out an eﬃcient plan for your city. You will have to
make sure all buildings are well maintained, people are receiving food, water and medical treatment
and - last but not least - keep track of your finances.
It is quite likely that king Mazatl will think about tasks with higher importance for you once you have
pleased him in this little assignment.
This is your big chance. You should take it.

Installation and Requirements
Maya is available as a free download from
maya.stockerdesign.com. The game comes in a zip
archive and just needs to be extracted to the computer’s hard disk.
After the game is extracted just open its folder and double click on:
Windows

Mac OS X

Linux

Maya.exe

Maya.app

The Maya script
(On some distributions you might
have to choose “Run” after this)

Like every other game Maya has system requirements. These are stated below:
Processor
RAM Memory
Disk Space
Graphics Card
Java Version

Intel Core Duo or comparable
512 MB Ram
40 MB
OpenGL capable
4

You can update your current Java Version by going to java.com
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The Main Menu
New Game
Start a new game by choosing this option. The
following screen will provide you with a
choice of three diﬀerent files. Choosing one
will create a new game and start it.
Important
If a file already exists it will be overwritten and
a new game will be started in this file. Every
progress made in the game will be lost.

Extras
The “Extras” menu lets you have a look at the
Maya website or at the game’s credits.

Load Game
Choose this option to continue a previously
saved game.
Important
If you choose a file that was not used before
Maya will just start a new game in this file.

Quit Game
Quits the game...
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How to build a City!
Let’s get started
This screen is the first thing you see after starting a new
game. Everything that is not covered by the User
Interface is called the “City View”. It is literally the window
to your city where you’ll soon be able to follow the daily
life of the people living in your city. But before we’ll start
to build houses we will take a look at the diﬀerent
menus.
The main menu is subdivided in Game, Build, Advisors,
City and World.
The two figures on the right show your current funds and
your current population.

The “Game” menu lets you save your current progress. It is also used for restarting the current
assignment. (which will delete everything you have done so far in this level)
You can also find a link back to the main menu and the option to switch Sounds, Music and Auto
Saving on and oﬀ.

The “Build” and the “Advisors” menu provide you with diﬀerent subcategories. In “Build” clicking one of
the icons related to those sub categories will open a popup with buildings that you can place in your
city.
“Advisors” on the other hand lets you view important information.
The category “Religion” for instance lets you build temples in “Build” but tells you how many houses
have recently been visited by a priest in “Advisors”.
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How to build a City!
Let’s get started

The “City” menu is essential for your assignment. Everything you do in the assignment will be measured
in points.
In each and every assignment you will have to reach a certain number of points to proceed and points
are related to a number of factors. Diplomacy points for example can be earned by trading with other
cities.
By clicking “World” the world map opens. On the right
hand side of the screen you will find a menu that
provides diﬀerent trade options with other cities. Click
“Trade” to try to swap goods.
But be careful, there might not be enough space in the
city’s storage areas or you might not be able to pay for
the goods you have just ordered. In this case the trade
will fail.
Streets are the most important part of the city. Every
building needs a street connection, even if it doesn’t
produce any walking characters.
This is because there must always be an access for an
architect. Otherwise the building will become ruins quite
quickly. To build streets just click “Build”, then click
“Housing and Infrastructure” followed by “Street”.
Now to make people move in place an “Empty Lot”
somewhere. After a couple of moments immigrants will
come and occupy the lots, setting up tents.
When you now click one of these tents, you will learn
that the people in this house would like to have access to
water. This is where the actual game starts...
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How to build a City!
Micromanagement
Before thinking about collecting tax and building up farms you should make sure the existing buildings
are well maintained and there is enough doctors for the all the people living in the city.
It is therefore a good idea to build a doctor’s practice and an architect’s oﬃce right after the first people
have moved in.
Employment
Every business in the city needs people to keep the
business running. This is why you should always have
an eye on your “Trade, Labour and Commerce”
advisor tab.

Doctor’s practice and
Architect’s Oﬃce

If you are not having enough workers in a city,
buildings will stop to work and your homes won’t be
provided with important services anymore. Also
having too much unemployment can be a
problem as it decreases your Prosperity rating.
Earning Tax
Alongside with trade, collecting taxes is one of your main sources of income. You need a City Centre in
order to collect tax and Tax Collector’s oﬃces to send tax collectors out.
The more evolved your homes in the city are the more tax they pay so it is always a good idea to
improve them as far as possible to maximise your earnings.
Removing buildings
Sometimes you would like to make your city layout more eﬃcient. Sometimes buildings turn into ruins
or you have just made a mistake when building new objects.
To resolve problems like that just click the city view using the right mouse button. If an object is
selected for building this will first be cleared. After another right click you will get a red box.
The red box can be placed over every object in the game to remove it. But be careful! In no case will
you get your money back for buildings that are already placed.
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How to build a City!
Micromanagement
A house goes from barrack to palace Part 1
Improving houses is one of the main goals of the game because it does not only make your workforce
larger but also increases your tax income.

The tent is the most basic kind of home in your city. If it
is visited by a water carrier it will evolve to the hut.

The next step is a little more intense. The huts require
food to be delivered to them.
This means we will first have to build a storage area and
farms. Remember that all parts of the storage area need
access to an architect or otherwise they’ll collapse after
a while and you might loose your goods.
As soon as the farm has enough employees it will start
producing this will be indicated by a farmer being sent
to the streets of your city.
After a little while the first crops will arrive in the storage
area. By left clicking the storage area when no building
option is selected, you can view its contents.
To distribute the food you will have to build a market.

The hut evolves to the wooden house that will evolve
even farther as soon as it is visited by a priest from a
temple.
Providing access to a doctor’s practice will improve your
homes even further.
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How to build a City!
Micromanagement
A house goes from barrack to palace Part 2

One of the most important parts of the Mayan day to
day life is astrology. That’s why people will demand
access to an observatory at this stage.
Once the observatory has enough workers, the
astronomer will go through the streets of the city and
spread the word about his newest findings. This will
encourage people to improve their homes even more
and give you another boost in tax income and
population.
Making the homes of your city evolve even further will
require you to distribute pottery. Pottery can either be
imported from a trading city or you can produce it
yourself.
You first need a clay pit that will produce clay.
The pottery shop will take clay from the storage area
automatically as it becomes available and will start
producing pottery.
Once this is done the market can distribute it to the
inhabitants of your city.
Access to a writing school and access to entertainment
are the next two things that are going to be requested.
Entertainment is provided by a local bathhouse that will
provide the upper class with a place to relax.
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How to build a City!
Micromanagement
A house goes from barrack to palace Part 3

Upgrading to the last stage, again, is a bit more
complicated. The very rich are requesting luxury goods
which can be produced in a jeweller's shop.
In order to make the jeweller’s shop work you will need
to build a silver mine as well.

Again the better the homes are in your city, the more
tax you will earn so it is always a good idea to upgrade
them.
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How to build a City!
Trade, Health, Culture and so on...
Earlier in this manual we have already briefly spoken about the assignment points that you can earn
whilst playing Maya. These points are very important since you have to collect a certain amount of them
to win the game. Here are some tips on how to improve your ratings.
Trade/Diplomacy
Trade and Diplomacy points are highly related to each other. You need to trade in order to earn
diplomacy points.
Health
Your Health rating depends on how many doctors you have in your city. Other buildings like farms and
bathhouses are also included in the rating since they improve the healthiness of your inhabitants even
more.
Culture
The culture rating is based on the number of cultural buildings in the city. This includes temples and
observatories, just to give two examples.
Prosperity
The prosperity of your city is related to the quality of your city’s homes. It is also related to the amount
of tax you earn every month and how high your monthly costs are. If the unemployment is high this
rating can fall dramatically as well.

Now it is up to you....
You should now be able to build a great city.
Give it a go!
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